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Hold your little one close. Begin to hide God's word in her heart. Enjoy the treasured times as you

share these Bible stories with her again and again.
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If you are not expecting much then you will not be disappointed. This book provides extremely short

one line passages. Some are cute like a nursery rhyme but I was expecting a little more content

than what is given.

My husband and I would have prayer every night with all of our 4 children. The youngest of our kids

is our 15 month old daughter. It would be hard to keep her still, she's very active. So my husband

and I got her this book to look at. Not only she'd be fascinated by it, she loved the pictures, and how

she felt really apart of the daily bible study. When the family would gather together each night, she

would run and get her little book, then bring it in the study area. :-) Although our other children

weren't as active as our youngest child is, we had to learn that all children aren't the same. it is our

responsibility to teach them the bible, and the importance of Jesus Christ in our lives as early as we

can. We would read the bible, and put on cartoons as early as she was born, but every child

deserves their own bible!! Next to bringing up a child the way God has taught us to, it's first priority

they learn the word of God from young, and very important they have it in their hearts to always



growup having it apart of their lives.

I purchased this bible & "the giving tree" book as a baby shower gift. I always try to gift a bible along

with "the giving tree" always.This adorable little bible I feel is quite perfect for any very young

readers interested in the bigger, longer more hard to follow, explain & unstand version.Though

reviews mention the size of this book, the discrimination on the  site for this book gives

measurements as well.There are 91 pictured or worded pages.The pictures are colorful and are

easily explainable to those curious young minds.The words are nice & neatly printed with a bold

capital letter at the beginning of each start to the pages.The ink cover has a nice glossy finish to it.

On the inside, there is a page content, easy to read & follow.whether you read it to that special little

girl, you read it together or she's reading it to you, it makes a perfect bedtime bed or ashort on time

book because it may have 91 pages, there are very few words on each page.This would be a very

good gift idea for baby showers or that baptism you might be attending.I have photos to help you

decide.Hope I helped.THANKS FOR READING, BYE

My nieces truly enjoy listening to this Bible. It is their first choice when it comes to bedtime (or

anytime) stories. I recommend this Bible to anyone who has little children (ages 1 up to 5).

My daughter has a rough concept of who God is. This bible does not even touch the surface of what

my three year old is aware of. We read the entire book as a bed time poem. We really need to

upgrade to a more in depth first bible.

I bought this for my best friend's daughter. She was getting baptized and I thought it would make a

cute ill gift. Which it did. I loved the short story it has written inside. Great for toddlers, or children

that are learning how to read.

I was expecting the book to be a little longer. My husband and I purchased this book hoping to be

able to read a story to our baby girl each night before bed, but you can read the entire book in 5

minutes. Would like it to be a little longer.

Pros: 1 Love the soft cover really nice to hold while reading. 2 The pictures are adorable and does

speak to the worded contents which are also cute and short and to the point. 3 I LOVE the fact that

the stories were both OT and NT! Have never seen a book for kids like this before but my baby girl



is eating it up but I have to hold the reign on holding the book for reading time.Cons: 1 TOO SMALL!

2 Pages too easy to tear. Thank goodness it has not torn yet though. Would have given it 5 stars

but for these... I actually would buy this over if it was a larger board book.Love the contents A LOT

just can't see my little one enjoying it as I am when I read it as she can't hold it for preservation

purposes...
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